Cookie Policy
1.

Information on Cookies and our use thereof

Cookies are small text or data files stored into Your web browser and on Your hard
drive. Cookies are designed to hold a modest amount of data specific to You, Your
online behavior and Your use and presence on Our website. Cookies allow Our
server to deliver a page tailored to You in particular.
Our Website uses cookies and similar technologies to identify You and Your
preferences from those of others. In doing so, We may provide You a better
experience of visiting and using Our Website and allows Us to optimize Our Website.
Due to several legislative initiatives on national and European level, all websites
directed towards European markets and citizens must inform all users on the use of
cookies before entering the website for the first time and must obtain the prior
consent of such users before installing or reading cookies of certain categories.
This Cookie Policy forms an integral part of the Privacy Policy, governs the use of
cookies on Our Website and provides thorough information to the users of the
Website.

2. Types of cookies
Our Websites uses the following cookies:
Name
_UTMA

_UTMC

_UTMB
_UTMZ

Type/Function

Preservation

distinguish unique
and returning
visitors
distinguish unique
and returning
visitors
track/follow visitors

Expires after 2
years

Google Analytics

expires after
closing browser

Google Analytics

expires after 30
minutes
expires after 6
months

Google Analytics

determine the
source of visitors
(that is, from where
visitors reached the
site)

Origin

Consent

Google Analytics

According to European law, providing information is sufficient for all functional and
necessary cookies (e.g. cookies relating to registration and login details, language
preferences, shopping baskets). For the use of all other cookies, the prior consent is
mandatory.

3. Your consent
Upon Your first visit to Our Website, You are asked to accept different types of
cookies. You may accept or refuse cookies per category. You can change your
cookie preferences at all times in your browser settings.
	
  

